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Let’s talk Mercedes – Episode 2: Communicating in times of transformation
Abstract: Sarah Elsser meets Sebastian Vesper, Head of Medienfachverlag Oberauer Berlin and Katja Bott, Head
of Global Communications at Mercedes-Benz Cars and Vans

COVID-19 continues to give direction to Mercedes-Benz’ new podcast, Let’s Talk Mercedes: in the latest
episode, show host Sarah Elsser meets Sebastian Vesper, formerly the chief editor of the specialist journal PR
Report and Head of Medienfachverlag Oberauer’s Berlin office as well as Katja Bott, Head of Global
Communications at Mercedes-Benz Cars and Vans. The three talk about the lessons learned from digital
product presentations, how the pandemic has affected the relationship between journalists and PR
professionals, and to what degree corporate publishing activities rival the work of journalists.
The following contains some key take-aways of the talk, which have been edited for readability:
• Katja Bott on the lessons learned from putting together a digital event instead of presenting the new EClass at the Geneva International Motor Show: “We decided that we were going to transfer this basic idea we
had for Geneva, and just livestream it from a Stuttgart studio. (…) And we had a good talk; a good live situation
that all worked out. But we are doing product PR. And we had underestimated that there was very little
concentration on our new vehicles.”
• Katja Bott on the importance of embracing change: “Even before the crisis, there was a lot of discussion on
the transformation which is going on. And it’s not a discussion that solely refers to the auto industry. It’s true
for the world. The wheels are always turning faster. And we knew that a kind of new normal before COVID-19,
was that you had to adapt quicker to changes.”
• Katja Bott on the emphasis of exchange and personal contact between PR professionals and journalists:
“We are supporting two-way communication. It’s the communication that we do on the one hand, but on the
other hand we are collecting feedback. (…) I think it’s harder in a time of digitalization to constantly provide
that and to be there for specific questions. But this is our task and I’m convinced (…) that this is a big
differentiator to a solely owned communication through our channels.”
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• Sebastian Vesper on how corporate media outlets are threatening traditional journalism: “You know, being a
journalist has been a very hard thing for years (…) and companies starting to become publishers is not the
only disruption to the industry. But yes, in a certain way, it's a threat and it's bothering us.”
• Sebastian Vesper on the advantages of digital events and on making content accessible: “You can join from
where you are; you can pop in or out without anybody noticing. You may have a recording (…), so you can
have a proper presentation on your screen. (…) But the important question is: how reliable is the content; how
accessible is the person I would like to ask additional questions of. So, it’s not just – take the content and
then go and eat it. PR wants journalists to deal with the content, to see it critically, to reflect on it. And I think
beyond channels or digital, non-digital, whatever, this is something that is essential to the relationship
between PR and journalism.”
• Sebastian Vesper on the relationship between journalism and PR: “My hope is that PR continues to accept
this kind of lack of control that has been occurring with Covid-19. What the virus shows us, is that there is a
point where you just need to rely on your relationship to the journalist, and to have a kind of blind flight mode.
And I think this makes PR more interesting to both sides.”
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